
 

The Light Worker’s Mission in Today’s World 

Becoming a Vessel for Divine Light 

A Summer Retreat in  Beautiful Somerset  

16th to 19th August 2022  Scroll down for all details 

Light Workers are souls who chose to incarnate at this time in order 

to make a significant impact on the Earth. They come to make a               

difference, both to their own spiritual evolution and the evolution of 

the planet. As they heal, humanity heals. This is a time of great 

change.  A powerful shift in consciousness is taking place to enable 

the Divine Plan of the Universe to unfold. If you feel called to        

contribute to this transformation then you are probably an old soul. 
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Old Souls are not superior or more special than anyone else and are certainly not perfect!  

They are simply allowing themselves to be used by  the Light Within for Higher Purposes. 

Discover your unique mission as a Light Worker 

Find out how to be a Lantern in a troubled world 

Transform your greatest wound into your highest calling 

Uncover the sacred codes imprinted on your soul  

Use the tarot as a spiritual lesson planner 

Learn how to meditate on the symbols of Light Language 

Ancient spiritual practices to open the heart and pineal gland 

Turn imperfections into sacred fertilizer for new growth 

 

See below for details of the Retreat Venue, fees for the accommodation and workshop                            

programme  plus further information.  

What is an Old Soul? 

Old souls have had numerous           

incarnations and experiences. They 

have encountered tr ials and            

tribulations and made many mistakes 

along the way but have  also gathered  

a great deal of wisdom.  They come to 

a point where just serving themselves 

and their own needs no longer         

satisfies them. This Is generally the 

time when the soul calls them to     

become a vessel for the Light and to 

use those experiences to help others 

along the Path.   Becoming a vessel for 

the Light has nothing to do with ego, 

sacrifice or deprivation. As we        

serve others, our life is expanded.  Image:  The Hermit EmilyBalivet | Etsy  
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 Here’s your chance to get away from the madding crowd for some rest,             

relaxation and  renewal.  Beautiful Somerset is calling you now! 

Treat yourself to a well deserved break.  Full and varied brand new daily                                         

spiritual workshop programme  

with  

Soul Guidance Practitioner Christine King  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The retreat is held over 4 days (3 nights) in a fabulous retreat centre which is 

steeped in peace and serenity, within beautiful and tranquil  surroundings, with a 

staff dedicated to making guests welcome and comfortable, excellent en-suite    

facilities and superb home-cooked food!   

 

This newly created full workshop programme presented by Christine, consists of 

daily sessions. plus extra meditation sessions in the evenings. (on 3 of the days)   

You will receive all workshop notes plus recordings of all meditations we cover 

over the 4 days. 

  

Please scroll down for more detail of the retreat facilities 



 MORE DETAILS ABOUT THE RETREAT VENUE 

• Lounge with licensed bar 

• Complimentary Wifi throughout the building 

• TV Room 

• Well stocked Library 

• Bookstore and Craft shop 

• Beautiful Chapel 

• Meditation Room 

• Access to beautiful landscaped gardens and parkland 

• 24 hour access to the conference room with audio visual facilities 

• Your own room with ensuite facilities ( no having to share rooms with strangers!) 

• Twin rooms if you do want to share with a friend. 

• Friendly and helpful staff 
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Please scroll down for accommodation and workshop fees (they are shown separately) plus 

further information and details. If you wish to book please email Christine  

       christine@spiritualworkshopsforyou.com                          
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 Retreat fees and Details 

Please note:  This is an in person retreat and there are a limited number of rooms available 

on a first come, first served basis.  12 rooms have already gone .  Only 2 remain. 

Full workshop programme.  The fee for the workshop programme over the 4 days is £365   A 

£50 deposit paid directly to Christine reserves  your place on the workshop programme.     

Balance payable on 1st July 2022. (accommodation is paid separately to the Retreat Centre)  

The workshop fee includes Afternoon and evening sessions on day 1, morning, afternoon 

and evening workshops, on days 2 and 3 and morning and afternoon workshops on day 4.  

there is full access to the conference room facilities and exclusive group use of the chapel, all 

refreshments at break times, full course notes (some as handouts at the retreat, plus others 

which will be available as an online document)  All meditations during the retreat will be 

recorded and sent to you as downloadable MP3s  for you to keep permanently. 

Not included Additional refreshments, personal purchases or drinks from the bar, travel costs 

to and from your home to the retreat centre,  pick up to and  from the station if required. 

(See Travel by Train section below) 

Your full board accommodation is priced separately (see below)  with an immediate £50    

deposit paid directly to the Retreat Centre. Balance due 16th July 2022 Please ask me for     

details of how to pay this. 

Accommodation I have secured a package for either single or twin en suite accommodation.  

That fee is higher than  last year because the retreat centre  has had to increase their prices 

and also the government have put the VAT back up to 20% whereas last year they reduced it 

to 5% to help out the hospitality industry and the benefits were passed on to us.  (These          

increases are beyond my control)   

Single Accommodation The cost for single ensuite (room to yourself) plus full board (tea, 

coffee biscuits, breakfast, lunch, afternoon tea and cake plus evening supper) is  £93 plus 20%

VAT  per person per night.   Total cost for single  accommodation is £279 plus 20% VAT  (£334.80) 

Shared Accommodation  A couple of en-suite twin rooms are available at the reduced rate of 

£88 plus VAT per person per night which includes full board (as above) The total cost for 

shared accommodation is £264 per person plus  20%VAT (£316.80)  

Travel by train: Pick up to and from the arrival and departure station to the Retreat Centre is 

possible by taxi. The cost can be shared with fellow travellers providing  they are also          

travelling by train. A pick up  time will be sent once passenger  numbers are known.  


